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45th Int. Juniors Cycling Tour 
UCI 2.1 MJ 

Technical Guide 

 
 
 
1. Organization 
 
             Landesradsportverband Oberösterreich 
 Waldeggstraße 16/1 
 4020 Linz/Austria 
 ZVR-Nr.: 337983119 
 E-Mail: office@ooe-radsportverband.at  
 www.ooe-radsportverband.at 
 
 President:   Paul Resch  +43 / 650 / 200 52 22 
 Event director:   Helga Mitmasser +43 / 676 / 81 42 80 426 
 2nd event director:  Walter Hartl  +43 / 699 / 11 58 65 94 

Team Coordination: Birgitt Oberweger +43 / 660 / 21 48 241 
 
2. Event 
 

The 45th Int. Juniors Cycling Tour (UCI 2.1 MJ) starts on Friday 2nd August 2019 and finished on 
Sunday 4th August 2019. It consists of three stages with a total length of 301,1 kilometres.  
 

3. Regulations 
 

The event will be implemented by the current UCI and NADA Austria regulations in addition to the 
integrated special provisions. The scale of penalty of the UCI will be applied.  
 

3.1 Anti Doping: 
Medical checks will be done according to the anti-doping regulations of the UCI and NADA Austria. 
Location of the Anti-Doping-Controls: 
 

 1st stage: 4614 Marchtrenk, Rathaus, Linzer Straße 21 
 2nd stage: 4150 Rohrbach, Rathaus, Stadtplatz  1-2 
 3rd stage: 4813 Altmünster, Stockschützenhalle, Ebenzweierstr. 21  
 
4. Participation 
 

Foreign teams and two Austrian teams (club or mixed), as well as one national team (nominated by 
the ÖRV) are allowed to participate (Art.2.1.005 UCI rules). All athletes need to be in category 
Juniors (2001/2002), consisting of six athletes and three supervisors (Art. 2.2.003 UCI-Rules max. 6 
athletes, min. 4 athletes). The gear ratio is 7,93m.  

 
5. Permanence 
 
5.1 Permanence 

The issuance of all documents for the riders, the sporting directors and the officials will take place on  
Friday 2nd August 2019 from 10 a.m. to 12 a.m. in Boarding School, Berufsschule Rohrbach. 
Adress : Internat Berufsschule Rohrbach, Schulstr. 7, 4150 Rohrbach 

Tel.: ++43/7289/8077 
Bs-rohrbach.post@ooe.gv.at  www.land-oberoesterreich.gv.at 

   N 48°34'21.607"   E13°59'41.492" 
 
5.2 Team manager meeting 

The team manager meeting will take place on Friday 2nd August 2019 at 12.30 a.m. in Rohrbach,  
Boarding School Berufsschule. 

 
5.3 Officials meeting 

The meeting for the officials will take place on Friday, 2nd August 2019 at 3:30 p.m. in Haid/Ansfelden 
(1st.stage) in the “Stadtamt”. 
 

http://www.ooe-radsportverband.at/
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5.4 Installation of radio 
 At the opening times of Permanence in front of the Boarding School Berufsschule Rohrbach. 

Tourfrequenzy:  160,575 MHz 
 
5.5 Neutral Service Vehicle: 
 Three neutral cars will be provided by the race organizer. 
 
6. Route map 
 

The detailed route map will be enclosed in the specific regulations. There you can find the starting 
times and destinations as well as arrival times.  

 

Day Date Starttime Place of start Place of 
destination 

length 

Friday 2nd August 2019 5 p.m. Haid/Ansfelden (N 48o 12.280 E 
014o 15.020) 

Marchtrenk 96,5 km 

Saturday 3rd August 2019 4 p.m. Rohrbach (N 48° 34.370‘ E 013° 
59.710‘) 

Rohrbach 109,9 km 

Sunday 4th August 2019 11:30 a.m Bad Wimsbach (N 48o 03.800 E 
013o 54.110) 

Altmünster 94,7 km 

    Total Length 301,1 km 

 
7. Classifications 
 
7.1 Finishing Deadline: 

The time limit for all stages will be 15%. Under exceptional circumstances, the time limit can be 
changed by the Collegue of Commissairs in consultation with the organisational team. 

 
7.2 Mountain finish 
 At the 3rd stage Art. 2.6.027 of UCI rules will be applied. 
 
7.3 Individual general classification by time: (yellow jersey) 

Will be calculated by adding the time of each stage and taking into account the time penalties and 
time bonusses. For all riders, arriving in a group, by not less than one second between, the same 
time will enter into force. (Art.2.6.015 UCI rules) 
In the case of the same time, the lower sum of all placements in all stages will enter into force 
(Square point).  
In the case of same square point, the better placement on the last stage will enter into force.  

 
7.4 Time bonusses 

For the general classification time bonusses will be given at every stage for the first three riders (10, 
6, and 4 seconds) and for the first three riders at every sprint classification (3,2,1 second) 

 
7.5 Stage classification by points: (blue jersey) 

At every stage, points (20, 15, 11, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1) for the first eight riders in the order of their arrival will 
be awarded. At each Sprint classification according to the timetable 4, 2 and 1 points will be given for 
the first three riders. 
 

1st stage 2nd stage 3rd stage 

1st  finish passage  Km  12,5 2nd finish passage  Km 42,0 Bad Wimsbach       Km 10,9 

2nd finish passage  Km  40,5 4th finish passage  Km 84,0 Bad Wimsbach       Km 16,3 

3rd finish passage  Km  68,5 5th finish passage  Km 93,3  

 
Is calculated by adding the points the rider achieved at every single stage and at every sprint. 
In the case of equal points, the number of stage victories, then the number of sprint victories 
achieved.  
If riders are still tied the better placement in the individual general classification by time (after the last 
passed stage) will enter into force.  
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7.6 Mountain classification by points: (white/red dotted jersey) 
At each mountain classification, points (6, 4, 3, 2, 1) for the first five riders in the order of their arrival 
will be awarded.  

 

1st stage 2nd stage 3rd stage 

Mistelbacherberg        Km 30,3 Haselbach            Km 30,9 Weinberg                 Km 27,4 

Mistelbacherberg        Km 58,3 Haselbach            Km 52,4 Wolfsegg                  Km 42,9 

Mistelbacherberg        Km 86,3 Haselbach            Km 73,9 Hornstraße               Km 82,7 

  Finish                      Km 94,7 

 
Is calculated by adding the individual mountain scores the riders achieved in every mountain 
classification.  
In the case of same points, the number of mountain victories will enter into force.  
In another tie, the better placement in the individual general classification by time (after the last 
passed stage) will enter into force.  

 
7.8 Best Young Rider: (white jersey) 

The first rider in the general classification from vintage 2002 has to wear the white jersey for the best 
youngster. 

 
7.9 Team classification by time: 

Is calculated by adding the time of the three best riders within a team. (Art.2.6.016) 
In the case of same time the sum of the ranking of the three best riders (by time) will enter into force. 
In another tie, the position of the best rider in the stage classification will enter into force. 
 
Is calculated by adding the individual stages. For the calculation the team classification by time will 
enter into force. In the case of same time the sum of the first places in the daily team classification 
will enter into force. In another tie the sum of the second places in the daily team classification will 
enter into force. For further equality the position of the best driver in the general classification by time 
of the team will enter into force.  

 
7.10 Most active Austrian Rider: (red jersey) 

Will be determined by the organisation. 
 
7.11 Leader Jerseys – Order of preference 

1.) Yellow Jersey  Individual General Classification by time 
2.) Blue Jersey  General Classification by points 
3.) Polkadot Jersey  Mountain Classification by points 
4.) White Jersey  Best Youngster 
5.) Red Jersey  Most active Austrian Rider 
 

8. Prize money 
 
8.1 In the single stage classification 20 prizes with the sum of € 910,- will be awarded:  
 

  1.Platz € 175,-       2.Platz € 100,-       3.Platz €   75,- 
  4.Platz €   60,-       5.Platz €   50,-       6.Platz €   50,- 
  7.Platz €   50,-       8.Platz €   50,-       9.Platz €   50,- 
10.Platz €   50,-     11.Platz €   20,-     12.Platz €   20,- 
13.Platz €   20,-     14.Platz €   20,-     15.Platz €   20,- 
16.Platz €   20,-  17.Platz €   20,-  18.Platz €   20,- 
19.Platz €   20,-  20.Platz €   20,-   

 
8.2 In the general stage classification 20 prizes with the sum of € 546,- will be awarded:  
 

  1.Platz € 105,-       2.Platz €   60,-       3.Platz €   45,- 
  4.Platz €   36,-       5.Platz €   30,-       6.Platz €   30,- 
  7.Platz €   30,-       8.Platz €   30,-       9.Platz €   30,- 
10.Platz €   30,-     11.Platz €   12,-     12.Platz €   12,- 
13.Platz €   12,-     14.Platz €   12,-     15.Platz €   12,- 
16.Platz €   12,-  17.Platz €   12,-  18.Platz €   12,- 
19.Platz €   12,-  20.Platz €   12,-   
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8.3 In the general classification by points 3 prizes with the sum of € 150,- will be awarded:  
 

1.Platz:   € 70,-      2.Platz:   50,-    3.Platz:   € 30,- 
 
8.4 In the mountain general classification by points 3 prizes with the sum of € 150,- will be awarded: 
 

 1.Platz:   € 70,-      2.Platz:   € 50,-      3.Platz:    € 30,- 
 
8.5 In the best youngster general classification by points 3 prizes with the sum of € 150,- will be awarded: 
 

 1.Platz:   € 70,-      2.Platz:   € 50,-      3.Platz:    € 30, - 
 
8.6 In the team general classification by time 3 prizes with the sum of € 220,- will be awarded: 
 

 1.Platz:  € 100,-      2.Platz:   € 70,-      3.Platz:   € 50,- 
 
 Total sum of the prizes:  € 3.946,- 

  
9. General terms 
 
9.1.1 Every tour participant unconditionally accepts the invitation and submits automatically to it with the 

participation. The instructions of the executive and officers have to be followed strictly.  
 
9.1.2 Officials 

 
President Paul Resch   
Race Director Helga Mitmasser  
Deputy Director Walter Hartl  
President of the Commissaires‘ Panel Jakob Knudsen Int. UCI-Commissaire 
Member of the Commissaires‘ Panel Christoph Haselmeier Nat. Commissaire 
Member of the Commissaires‘ Panel Mag. Franz Hopfgartner Nat. Commissaire 
Finishing Commissaire Ernst Tazreiter Nat. Commissaire 
Starter Michael Klement LRV-Commissaire 
Timekeeper Markus Lindinger LRV-Commissaire 
Chief of the Motorcycle Commissaires Claudia Heimann Nat.-Commissaire 
Race Physician Dr. Andreas Dibold  
Anti Doping Commissaire NADA Austria  

 
Only the orders of the officials above will have validity. All notices and regulations issued by the other 
side are irrelevant.  

 
9.1.3 For his personal financial commitments, every tour participant is responsible. The organizer assumes 

no financial liability.  
 
9.1.4 All participants have to take care. 

Each tour participant is considered to accept unconditionally the traffic regulations in full throughout the 
participation at this race. The instructions of the executive and officers must be followed without exception.  
Only the right hand roadside has to be used. The organizer declines for any transgressions and their 
consequences from any responsibility. The accompanying convoy has to go with lights.  

 
9.1.5 For all accredited guides stickers for the cars will be required, which should be placed visible on the front 

and back of the vehicle. The transfer of these is prohibited.  
 
9.2.  Guidelines for riders 
 
9.2.1 The starting sheet has to be signed at the latest 15 minutes before the start by the riders. Every team 

should come together to sign the staring sheet, according to the list of presentation-times provided by the 
organisation. Riders wearing a leading jersey should have to be at the starting line within 10 minutes 
before the start of the race. 

 
9.2.2 The first rider of every stage and the riders wearing a leading jersey have to attend the official ceremonies 

at the end of every stage. The riders must present themselves at the podium within 10 minutes after the 
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arrival at the finish. The organizer-team hast the wish that the first three riders of every stage attend the 
official ceremony. 

 
9.2.3 Riders who are to far behind the main bunch can be taken out of the race by the jury if the traffic security 

situation makes it necessary. 
 
9.2.4 After passing the finish line the first three riders and the riders wearing a leading jersey have to come to 

the gear control immediately. 
 
9.3 Guidelines for the team managers 
 
9.3.1 At the end of every stage the cars have to be parked at the marked parking places. It is forbidden to park 

in the finish area. Only the police, the race directors, the car of the head of the organisation, the race 
commissaries, the tour doctor, the ambulance and the broom wagon are allowed to pass the finish line.  

 
9.3.2 If it is necessary to stop in the finish area it is only allowed on the right hand side. You have to open the 

doors of the car only on the right hand side and you have to leave the car only on the right hand side. 
 
9.3.3 Every team has to pay a deposit of € 100. - for the keys for the house and for the rooms. 

After complete return on the last day the deposit will be refunded. Costs for damage, lost keys, lost towels, 
occupancy of more than nine persons, etc. accept the team. 

 
9.4 Hygiene and environment protection rules 
 
9.4.1 Racers, team managers and officials have to keep clean the places of start and destination and have 

to avoid the damage of public or private things. The racers are not allowed to throw away things 
during the race which cannot be composited, except in specially designated areas.  

 It is prohibited to urinate during the stage inside of towns/villages or in front of spectators. 
 
9.5.  Final clause 
 
9.5.1 In the case of possible differences at the interpretation of the regulation only the German text of the 

regulation is relevant.  
 
9.5.2 All not mentioned events are decided by the members of the commissaries panel. 
 
9.5.3 The members of the commissaries panel reserved their right to change the special  
             provisions in case of current circumstances. The team managers and the racers will be  
             informed of possible modifications by bulletin in time. 
 
The heads of organization 
 
Helga Mitmasser   
 
          Updated 18.07.2019  
Approved by ÖRV with the number: 01/55-20190718 
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Annex: List of hospitals: 
 
List of hospitals in the surrounding near the route of the 45th Juniorenrundfahrt 

  
 

    

Kepler Universitätsklinikum  Krankenhausstraße 7a 4020 Linz 
+43(0)5 7680-
0 

AUVA-Unfallkrankenhaus Linz Garnisonstraße 7 4020 Linz 
+43(0)5 93 93-
42000 

Ordensklinikum Linz Elisabethinen Fadingerstraße 1 4020 Linz 
+43(0)732 76 
76-0 

Ordensklinikum Linz Barmherzige Schwestern Seilerstätte 4 4020 Linz 
+43(0)732 76 
77-0 

Konventhospital der Barmherzigen Brüder Linz Seilerstätte 2 4020 Linz 
+43(0)732 
7897-0 

Klinikum Wels-Grieskirchen GmbH Grieskirchner Straße 42 4600 Wels 
+43 (0)7242 
415-0 

Krankenhaus St Josef Braunau GmbH Ringstraße 60 
5280 
Braunau 

+43 (0)7722 
804-0 

Krankenhaus der Barmherzigen Schwestern Ried Schloßberg 1 4910 Ried 
+43 (0)7752 
602-0 

Landeskrankenhaus Steyr Sierninger Straße 170 4400 Steyr 
+43 (0)50 554 
66-0 

Salzkammergut-Klinikum Vöcklabruck 
Dr.-Wilhelm-Bock-
Straße 1 

4840 
Vöcklabruck 

+43 (0)50 554 
71-0 

Allgemein öffentliches Landeskrankenhaus 
Schärding A.-Kubin-Straße 2 

4780 
Schärding 

+43 (0)50 554 
78-0 

Allgemein öffentliches Landeskrankenhaus 
Rohrbach Krankenhausstraße 1 

4150 
Rohrbach 

+43 (0)50 554 
77-0 

Salzkammergut-Klinikum Gmunden 
Miller-von-Aichholz-
Straße 49 

4810 
Gmunden 

+43 (0)50 554 
73-0 

Allgemein öffentliches Landeskrankenhaus 
Kirchdorf Hausmanningerstraße 8 

4560 
Kirchdorf 

+43 (0)50 554 
67-0 

Allgemein öffentliches Landeskrankenhaus 
Freistadt Krankenhausstraße 1 

4240 
Freistadt 

+43 (0)50 554 
76-0 

 


